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Abstract: Learning Management System (LMS) is an application software that is
used in automation, delivery, administration, tracking, and reporting of courses
and programs in educational sector. The LMS which exploits machine learning
(ML) has the ability of accessing user data and exploit it for improving the learn-
ing experience. The recently developed artificial intelligence (AI) and ML models
helps to accomplish effective performance monitoring for LMS. Among the dif-
ferent processes involved in ML based LMS, feature selection and classification
processes find beneficial. In this motivation, this study introduces Glowworm-
based Feature Selection with Machine Learning Enabled Performance Monitoring
(GSO-MFWELM) technique for LMS. The key objective of the proposed GSO-
MFWELM technique is to effectually monitor the performance in LMS. The pro-
posed GSO-MFWELM technique involves GSO-based feature selection techni-
que to select the optimal features. Besides, Weighted Extreme Learning
Machine (WELM) model is applied for classification process whereas the para-
meters involved in WELM model are optimally fine-tuned with the help of May-
fly Optimization (MFO) algorithm. The design of GSO and MFO techniques
result in reduced computation complexity and improved classification perfor-
mance. The presented GSO-MFWELM technique was validated for its perfor-
mance against benchmark dataset and the results were inspected under several
aspects. The simulation results established the supremacy of GSO-MFWELM
technique over recent approaches with the maximum classification accuracy of
0.9589.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, education techniques have been increasingly adopted in higher education institutions since
teaching is no longer limited to Face-to-Face (F2F) physically-interactive sessions [1]. For university
courses, the integration of F2F teaching and e-learning increases the flexibility, choices, and accessibility
for communication [2]. This achievement in instructional productivity is made possible by Learning
Management System (LMS) that is commonly employed as the environment to support e-learning and
hybrid online F2F courses. This advanced LMS has the potential to accomplish conventional instructional
activities through online such as course material management, dissemination of information, evaluation
and collection of students’ feedback. After the outbreak of COVID-19, universities have increasingly
adopted LMS to support the course [3]. Education Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging field that is
concerned with emergent techniques to evaluate distinct types of information acquired from educational
setting. This technique is also used to develop the settings where both faculty and student share
knowledge [4]. EDM is a multi-disciplinary research domain that investigates statistical modeling, Data
Mining (DM), and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with information generated from education institution [5].
Fig. 1 shows the objectives of an LMS.

EDM uses computational method to handle education data in order to investigate the educational queries
as its final goal [6]. In order to make a country stand exclusive among other countries worldwide, the
education system needs to have knowledge as a principal progression which can be achieved through
improving the learning pedagogy from time to time. The hidden pattern in the data, collected from
various information sources, is extracted by adopting DM method. In order to summarize the
performance of students with their credentials, the researchers checked how DM can be exploited in
educational field. Each educational institute generates huge volumes of information every year. New
information is transferred considerably when using DM method. The information accomplished from
educational institutes undergo inspection with the help of distinct DM models [7]. The technique detects
the environment, where a student gets better inspiration to lead a useful life [8]. Weka, an efficient DM

Figure 1: Goals in learning management system
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model was proposed earlier and utilized to generate substantial outcomes. The drastic growth of educational
information [9] from heterogeneous sources results in an urgent need for EDM study. This could help in
achieving the objectives so as to determine some educational purposes. In Machine Learning (ML) with
increasing dimensions of the data, there is an increasing number of information required to provide a
reliable analysis. Feature subset selection works by removing irrelevant or redundant features. The subset
of features selected should follow Occam Razor principle so that it can offer important outcome. In some
instances, NP remains a challenging issue and is resolved by metaheuristic approach [10].

The aim of the study conducted by Ahmmed et al. [11] is to carry out student visa processing via ML.
The ML technique can be implemented at the place where the visas get rejected or approved for higher
studies abroad. In this study, the researchers predicted the visa information for higher studies on the basis
of student’s background information. Next, the information is processed (through transformation,
cleaning, standardization, feature selection, and integration). Then, various classifier techniques were used
such as k-nearest neighbor (KNN), C4.5 (j48), random forest (RF), naïve bayes (NB), neural network
(NN), and support vector machine (SVM), to classify the model. Hung et al. [12] employed EDM to
explore the learning behavior of students in blended learning courses through the data collected from
them. The experiment information was gathered from first-year students enrolled in Python programming
courses at a university located in north Taiwan. During a semester, high-risk learners might be forecasted
precisely by the data produced from blended education platform. In literature [13], the researchers
presented a method to predict the student’s dropout with NB Classifier method in R language. The study
also investigated the reasons for students drop out at an earlier stage. The model forecasted whether a
student may drop out or not in future. This study cited many factors that affect a student to drop out from
the course.

Sarra et al. [14] estimated the helpfulness of a certain class method i.e., Bayesian Profile Regression, for
identification of students who are likely to drop out from their courses. Students’ resilience, performance, and
motivation were considered and the method allowed to draw a student’s profile with high risks of educational
failure. In literature [15], EDM method with KNN and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) approaches are used to
predict the performance of the learner. The classifier outcomes were satisfactory while the kNN classification
attained the optimal outcomes. The experiment outcome shows that the performance of the learner can be
evaluated. Further, the researchers observed a relationship between learning performance and video
sequence viewing behavior. Ramaswami et al. [16] established a generic prediction method that can
identify at-risk students over a wide range of courses. The experiment was implemented by a variety of
approaches and when generic method was used, it produced an efficient outcome. It was found to be an
outstanding candidate to provide solutions in this field, given the fact that it can flawlessly manage
missing and categorical information.

In this background, the current study introduces a Glowworm based Feature Selection with Machine
Learning Enabled Performance Monitoring (GSO-MFWELM) technique for LMS. The major intention of
the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique is to effectively monitor the performance in LMS. GSO-
MFWELM technique primarily designs a GSO-based Feature Selection (FS) technique to select the
optimal features. Besides, a Weighted Extreme Learning Machine (WELM) model is applied for
classification process whereas the parameters involved in WELM model are optimally fine-tuned with the
help of Mayfly Optimization (MFO) algorithm. GSO-MFWELM technique was validated for its
performance against benchmark dataset and the results were inspected under several aspects.

2 The Proposed Model

In current study, a new GSO-MFWELM technique has been developed to monitor the performance of
LMS. The proposed GSO-MFWELM technique encompasses three major processes namely, feature subset
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selection, WELM-based classification, and MFO-based parameter tuning. The weight values of WELM
model can be optimally elected by MFO algorithm with classification error rate as the objective function.
Fig. 2 illustrates the working process of GSO-MFWELM technique.

Figure 2: Overall process of GSO-MFWELM technique

2.1 Steps Involved in GSO-FS Technique

In this stage, the learning data is fed into GSO-FS technique to elect an optimal subset of features. GSO
[17] is a smart optimization technique that functions according to the phenomenon in which the light, emitted
by glowworm, is utilized as a signal to attract glowworms. This approach includes a collection of glowworms
that are arbitrarily distributed. All the glowworms are considered to be potential solutions, characterized by
their location. The glowworm, with high luminosity, exhibits high brightness and so it attracts glowworms
with low-brightness. In this manner, global optimization is accomplished. The elementary steps are as
follows.

Step 1. Initialize the elementary parameter of GSO. This parameter includes fluorescein update rate γ,
population size g, fluorescein volatilization factor ρ, set of glowworms NiðtÞ in the decision domain, update
rate β of the dynamic decision domain, perception radius rs, move step s and threshold nt for the number of
glowworms in the neighborhood.

Step 2. The fitness value of glowworm i during tth iteration is transformed into fluorescein value as given
herewith.

liðtÞ ¼ ð1� qÞliðt � 1Þ þ cJðX ðtÞÞ (1)

where as ρ represents the fluorescein decay constant that belongs to (0, 1) and γ indicates the fluorescein
enhancement constant.

Step 3. All the glowworms select individuals with high brightness than the dynamic decision radius
ridðtÞ to form the neighbor set Ni(t).

Step 4. Evaluate the probability pij(t) of glowworm Xi(t) that moves towards the glowworm Xj(t) in a
dynamic decision radius as follows.

pijðtÞ ¼ ljðtÞ � liðtÞP
k2NiðtÞ lkðtÞ � liðtÞ (2)

Step 5. Upgrade the location of glowworm X(t) as follows

Xiðt þ 1Þ ¼ XiðtÞ þ s� XjðtÞ � XiðtÞ
jjXjðtÞ � XiðtÞjj

� �
(3)
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Step 6. Upgrade the dynamic decision radius of glowworm X(t) as follows.

ridðt þ 1Þ ¼ fmin rs; fmax 0; b� ðnt � jNiðtÞjÞgg (4)

The arithmetical formula of FS is presented. In general, the classification (that is., supervised learning) of
data sets sized NS ×NF is performed whereas NF denotes the amount of features and NS represents the
amount of samples. The primary goal of FS is to choose a subset of features S from the overall amount of
features (NF) in which the size of S is lesser, when compared to NF. It is attained by minimizing the
subsequent objective function.

Fit ¼ �� cS þ ð1� �Þ � jSj
NF

� �
(5)

Here γS represents the classification error that use Swhereas |S| indicates the number of selected features.

λ is utilized for balancing between jSj
NP

� �
and γS.

2.2 WELM Based Classification

During classification process, WELM model is applied for the classification of learning data. WELM is
an extended version of Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [18]. With mapped data set
v0i; yj 2 <p � <cði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ, the outcome of generalization in Single Layer Feed Forward
Networks (SLFN) with q hidden node and activation function h(x′) are properly written as follows

oi ¼
Xq
k¼1

bkhkðv0iÞ ¼
Xq
k¼1

bkhðwk ; bk ; x
0
iÞ; (6)

where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; wk ¼ ½wk1; wk2; . . . ; wkp�T refers to input weight vector that links the input
node and kth hidden node, bk refers to the bias of kth hidden node, bk ¼ ½bk1; bk2; . . . ; bkc�T signifies
the resultant weight vector that links the resultant node and kth hidden node, and 0i refers to the
predictable output of ith sample. The activation function generally utilized from ELM contains
multiquadric, sigmoid, hard limit, and Gaussian RBF functions. Eq. (6) is equivalently modified as follows.

Hb ¼ O; (7)

where H defines the hidden state resultant matrix of SLFNs and is determined as follows.

H ¼ Hðw1; . . . ; wq; b1; . . . ; bq; x
0
1; . . . ; x

0
nÞ ¼

hðx01Þ
..
.

hðx0nÞ

2
64

3
75 (8)

¼
hðw1; b1; x01Þ � � � hðwq; bq; x01Þ

..

. . .
. ..

.

hðw1; b1; x01Þ � � � hðwq; bq; x01Þ

2
64

3
75
n�q

where the ith row of H refers to the resultant vector of hidden state, in terms of input sample x0i, and the kth

column of H refers to the resultant vector of kth hidden node in terms of input instances x01; x
0
2; :::; x

0
n. β

implies weight matrix that links the hidden as well as output layers which are determined as follows
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b ¼
bT1
..
.

bTq

2
64

3
75
q�c

(9)

O stands for the predictable label matrix while all the rows signify the resultant vector of one instance. O
is determined as given herewith.

O ¼
oT1
..
.

TOn

2
64

3
75 ¼

o11 � � � 01c
..
. . .

. ..
.

on1 � � � 0nc

2
64

3
75 (10)

While the target of trained SLFN is to minimize the outcome error, for instance, similar to the input
instances with zero error as below.

Xn
i¼1

k0i � yik ¼ kO� Yk ¼ 0 (11)

where y ¼
yT1
..
.

Tyn

2
64

3
75 ¼

y11 � � � y1c
..
. . .

. ..
.

yn1 � � � ync

2
64

3
75 represents the target resultant matrix.

Hb ¼ Y (12)

In ELM, the weight wk of input connection and bias bk of hidden state nodes are arbitrarily and
individually selected. Once this parameter is allocated, Eq. (12) is changed to suit the linear system and
the resultant weight matrix β is logically defined as finding the least-square solutions of linear system.

min
b

kHb� Yk (13)

An optimum solution of Eq. (13) as:

b̂ ¼ HyY ¼ ðHTHÞ (14)

whereHy demonstrates Moore-Penrose generalization inverse of the hidden state resultant matrix,H. Here, b̂
is made sure to be a less trained error and optimum generalized capability is obtained herewith. Further, it
also avoids plunging the local optimally since b̂ is unique. At last, it takes the classifier function of ELM
as follows.

f ðx0Þ ¼ hðx0Þb̂ ¼ hðx0ÞHyy (15)

If ELM classifier is constructed, it can be determined a n × n diagonal matrix W, in which the diagonal
element Wii refers to the weight of the trained instance v0i. In particular, when v0i appears to a majority class,
the weight Wii is comparatively lesser than the instance that appears to minority class. Based on the KKT
statement, Eq. (14) is modified as follows.

b̂ ¼ HyY ¼ ðHTWHÞ�1HTWT (16)
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Afterward, Eq. (15) is developed as follows.

f ðx0Þ ¼ hðx0Þb̂ ¼ hðx0ÞðHTWHÞ�1HTWT (17)

Mostly, there are two structures exist to assign the weights to instances of two classes as follows.

W1 ¼ Wii ¼ 1=nP if x0i 2 minorityclass
1=nN if x0i 2 majorityclass

�
(18)

or

W2 ¼ Wii ¼ 0:618=nP if x0i 2 minorityclass
1=nN if x0i 2 majorityclass

�
; (19)

whereWl andW2 refere to two weighting processes, nP and nN signify the amount of samples of minority as
well as majority classes correspondingly.

2.3 MFO Based Parameter Optimization

Finally, MFO algorithm is employed to fine tune the parameters of WELM technique, thereby enhancing
the classifier results. The recently-designed MFO is an alteration of the familiar Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [19]. Since it is a combination of strength found in different optimization methods, it is assumed as a
hybrid model. MFO algorithm is inspired by the social behavior of mayflies. Mayflies form as adults while
the fittest one survives. Initially, two groups of population are created such as male and female populations.
The candidate is characterized as a d-dimension vector x = (x1, …, xd). Then, the fitness of the candidate is
estimated by the fitness function, f(x). The velocity v = (v1, …, vd) represents the change in candidate
position. All the candidates modify their trajectory based on their optimal position (pbest) and the optimal
position of each mayfly (gbest) [20].

The congregation of male mayfly reflects the experience of all the males in defining its position,
regarding the neighborsI location. In order to determine xti as the existing position of candidate solution i
at time t, the location can be modified by adding a velocity vtþ1

i

xtþ1
i ¼ xti þ vtþ1

i (20)

With x0i Uðx min; x maxÞ.
Assume the lower velocity of the male population while the velocity is estimated as follows

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ a1e

�br2pðpbestij � xtijÞ þ a2e
�br2gðgbesti � xtijÞ (21)

Here, vtij represents the velocity of mayfly i; xtij denotes the location of mayfly i, a1 and a2 are
determined as positive constants that represent the attraction. pbesti denotes the optimal position achieved
by the candidate solution i, and pbestij at the subsequent phase while t + 1 is defined as follows.

pbesti ¼ xtþ1
i ; if f ðxtþ1

i Þ, f ðpbestiÞ
same as before; otherwise

�
(22)

Whereas f:ℝn⇒ℝ denotes the function to be minimalized, gbest indicates the global optimal position
reached for the problem ever, at time t. The coefficient in Eq. (21) limits a populationIs visibility. rp
characterizes the distance between xi and pbesti. In the meantime, rg describes the distance from xi to
gbest. rp and rg are defined as follows.
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kxi � Xik ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn
j¼1

ðxij � XijÞ2
vuut (23)

Whereas xij represents the j
th element of ith candidate. Xi is correlated to pbest.

The optimal fit candidate keeps implanting up and down movement by varied velocity. The velocity is
defined as follows.

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ d � r (24)

Here d represents a coefficient correlated to up and down movements and r indicates a random value
between − 1 and 1.

Female mayfly does not gather, but tend to move towards the male mayflies. Here, yti is defined as the
existing position of female mayfly i at time t.

ytþ1
i ¼ yti þ vtþ1

i (25)

with y0i U ðx min; x max Þ.
The velocity of the female mayfly is defined as follows.

vtþ1
ij ¼ vtij þ a2e

�br2mf ðxtij � ytijÞ; iff ðyiÞ. f ðxiÞ
vtij þ fl � r; if f ðyiÞ � f ðxiÞ

(
(26)

Here, vtij indicates the velocity of ith female at time t; ytij shows the position of ith female candidate
solution at time t, a2 represent a positive constant, β denotes a fixed coefficient, rmf symbolizes the
distance among the male candidates’ solutions and the female one is calculated by Eq. (23), fl denotes a
coefficient that corresponds to the female which remains unattracted, and r implies an arbitrary value
between − 1 and 1.

Mating can be denoted by the operator i.e., crossover operator. A couple of male and female mayfly
parents is selected. Next, the crossover operator creates two offspring as follows.

offspringl ¼ L � maleþ ð1� LÞ � female
offspring2 ¼ L � femaleþ ð1� LÞ � male (27)

Here, L represents an arbitrary value. At first, the velocity of offspring is equal to zero.

3 Experimental Validation

The proposed model was validated for its performance against benchmark dataset from UCI repository
(available at https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/student+performance). The dataset includes 649 samples
with 33 attributes under two classes. Class 0 (pass) includes 549 samples, whereas class 1 (fail) includes
100 instances.

Fig. 3 shows the correlation matrix generated for the test dataset. Tab. 1 shows the feature selection
results of Chaotic Whale Optimization Algorithm (CWOA)-FS and GSO-FS techniques. The results show
the outcomes of GSO-FS technique since it selected 15 features, whereas the presented CWOA-FS
technique selected 20 features out of 32 and established its supremacy.
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Fig. 4 demonstrates the confusion matrices generated by the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique under
various Hidden Units (HUs). With HU-1, GSO-MFWELM technique categorized 529 instances under class
0 and 94 instances under class 1. Eventually, with HU-3, the proposed GSO-MFWELM approach
categorized 531 instances under class 0 and 93 instances under class 1. Meanwhile, with HU-6, the
presented GSO-MFWELM system categorized 528 instances under class 0 and 93 instances under class
1. The values in the confusion matrix are tabulated in Tab. 2 in terms of True Positive (TP), True
Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN).

Tab. 3 offers the classification results of the analysis accomplished by GSO-MFWELM technique under
distinct Hidden Units (HUs).

Figure 3: Correlation matrix of the proposed method

Table 1: Feature selection results of the proposed method

Methods Total features No. of features

CWOA-FS 32 20

GSO-FS 32 15

CSSE, 2023, vol.44, no.3 2285



Figure 4: Confusion matrix of GSO-MFWELM technique under various HUs
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Fig. 5 shows the results of precn, recal, and accuy analysis attained by GSO-MFWELM technique under
different HUs. The experimental values indicate that the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique obtained
effectual classification performance. For instance, with HU-1, GSO-MFWELM technique attained precn,
recal, and accuy values such as 0.9888, 0.9636, and 0.9599 respectively. In addition to this, with HU-6,
GSO-MFWELM approach reached precn, recal, and accuy values namely, 0.9869, 0.9617, and 0.9569.

Table 2: Confusion matrix

No. of hidden units TP FN FP TN

Hidden-unit-1 529 20 6 94

Hidden-unit-2 534 15 10 90

Hidden-unit-3 531 18 7 93

Hidden-unit-4 522 27 8 92

Hidden-unit-5 532 17 4 96

Hidden-unit-6 528 21 7 93

Table 3: Results of the analysis of GSO-MFWELM technique under various HUs

No. of hidden units Precision Recall Accuracy F-score MCC

Hidden unit-1 0.9888 0.9636 0.9599 0.9760 0.8573

Hidden unit-2 0.9816 0.9727 0.9615 0.9771 0.8556

Hidden unit-3 0.9870 0.9672 0.9615 0.9770 0.8603

Hidden unit-4 0.9849 0.9508 0.9461 0.9676 0.8125

Hidden unit-5 0.9925 0.9690 0.9676 0.9806 0.8845

Hidden unit-6 0.9869 0.9617 0.9569 0.9742 0.8461

Average 0.9870 0.9642 0.9589 0.9754 0.8527

Figure 5: Results of the analysis of GSO-MFWELM technique under various HUs
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Fig. 6 offers the Fscore and Mathew Correlation Coefficient (MCC) analysis results accomplished by
GSO-MFWELM technique under various HUs. The experimental values point out the effectual
classification performance of GSO-MFWELM technique. For instance, with HU-1, the proposed GSO-
MFWELM technique obtained Fscore and MCC values such as 0.9760 and 0.8573 correspondingly.
Besides, with HU-6, the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique achieved Fscore and MCC values namely,
0.9742 and 0.8461.

Fig. 7 portrays the average analysis results achieved by the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique under
distinct HUs. The figure infers that the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique achieved average precn of
0.9870, recal of 0.9642, accuy of 0.9589, Fscore of 0.9754, and MCC of 0.8527.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the analysis results of GSO-MFWELM system against recent approaches in terms of
precn and recal. The results illustrate that NN and SVM methods achieved minimal precn and recal values.
Besides, Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF) techniques obtained certainly increased values in
terms of precn and recal. Furthermore, mproved Evolutionary Algorithm based Feature Subset Selection

Figure 6: F-score and MCC analysis results of GSO-MFWELM technique under various HUs

Figure 7: Average analysis results of GSO-MFWELM technique with distinct measures
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with Neuro Fuzzy Classifier (IEAFSS-NFC) and Neural fuzzy classifier (FC) techniques obtained reasonable
precn and recal values. At last, the proposed GSO-MFWELM methodology surpassed all other techniques
and achieved precn and recal values such as 0.9870 and 0.9642.

Fig. 9 showcases the results of the analysis of GSO-MFWELM technique against recent methods in
terms of accuy. The results show that both NN and SVM models achieved the least accuy values. At the
same time, DT and RF models achieved certainly increased values of accuy. Moreover, IEAFSS-NFC and
Neural FC techniques obtained reasonable accuy values. However, the proposed GSO-MFWELM
technique surpassed all other methods and achieved an accuy of 0.9589.

Tab. 4 highlights the comparison results of GSO-MFWELM technique against existing models [21].

Figure 8: Precn and Recal analysis results of GSO-MFWELM technique with recent approaches

Figure 9: Accy analysis results of GSO-MFWELM technique with recent approaches

Table 4: Comparative analysis results of GSO-MFWELM technique against recent methods

Methods Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score MCC

IEAFSS- NFC 0.9271 0.9607 0.9229 0.9531 0.7461

Neural FC 0.8196 0.9598 0.8260 0.8884 0.5436
(Continued)
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Fig. 10 depicts the results achieved by GSO-MFWELM algorithm in analysis against recent
methodologies with respect to Fscore and MCC. The results infer that NN and SVM models obtained the
least Fscore and MCC values. Simultaneously, DT and RF approaches reached certainly increased Fscore

and MCC values. In addition, IEAFSS-NFC and Neural FC methods achieved reasonable Fscore and
MCC values. Finally, the proposed GSO-MFWELM algorithm surpassed all other methods with the
highest Fscore and MCC values such as 0.9754 and 0.8527. Therefore, it has been established from the
above discussed results that the proposed model has the ability to attain maximum results over existing
techniques.

4 Conclusion

In current study, a new GSO-MFWELM technique has been developed to monitor LMS performance.
The proposed GSO-MFWELM technique encompasses three major processes namely, feature subset
selection, WELM based-classification, and MFO-based parameter tuning. The weight values of the
WELM model can be optimally elected by MFO algorithm with classification error rate as an objective
function. The proposed GSO-MFWELM technique was validated for performance using benchmark
dataset and the results were inspected under several aspects. The simulation results infer the supremacy of
the proposed GSO-MFWELM technique over recent approaches under different measures. In future,
clustering techniques can be integrated into GSO-MFWELM technique to achieve enhanced performance.

Figure 10: Fscore and MCC analysis results of GSO-MFWELM technique with recent approaches

Table 4 (continued)

Methods Precision Recall Accuracy F-Score MCC

Neural Network 0.6939 0.8678 0.6510 0.7712 0.0880

SVM 0.6903 0.8633 0.6450 0.7672 0.0697

Decision Tree 0.7832 0.9227 0.7610 0.8472 0.3396

RF Model 0.7468 0.9255 0.7350 0.8266 0.3233

GSO-MFWELM 0.9870 0.9642 0.9589 0.9754 0.8527
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